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We’re
Building
“WoW”
and We Need
Your Help To
Succeed
I would like to thank everyone in all 10 stores from
Commerce to Lake City, for
a great 2017. It is a great
privilege to work with each of
you as your Sonic marketing
representative.

2018 will be our year to achieve WoW?
Happy New Year! 2018 not only brings us a new year but a new beginning as well. Most of you have
heard of the Sonic Drive-In “WOW” program. (Working On Wonderful) We plan to take this opportunity of a brand new year to fully implement the “WoW” theory and we now feel we have the best Sonic
teams to accomplish this goal. Yes, we mean YOU! We would like to focus this newsletter on the CarHop and Speaker position team members that are so crucial to customer satisfaction and our success.
The Sonic Drive-In training you have seen mentions the WoW factor and in 2018 we plan to take this
theory to the next level by fully implementing WoW as a state of mind for every team member.
I need your help even more
in 2018. Any ideas or suggestions you might have that
will help your Sonic Drive-In
gain a higher level of customer satisfaction would be
a great help. I look forward
to working with each of you
in the coming 2018 Sonic
seasons.
Call me Anytime!

770-337-5510
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View From The Road 2018
As we move through 2018 we sit and wonder how we are going to grow sales
this year. We have to remember that we won’t just get there by accident, it
takes the efforts of each and every person on our team, they are the ones that
go out every day and “WOW” our guests who make our sales grow. They
also help to make our Sonic environment a positive and fun place to work.
Just remember you can not do this by yourself, this is a team building effort
and something that will get better and better every year. Remember to never
hire, or have, anyone on your team that you would not introduce as family. We
are not actually getting better at Sonic as much as we are getting better at
building a team and taking care of our sonic family, each other and of course
taking better care our all important guests.
Billy
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Solid Habits for the Future
Guest Service has the task of delivering remarkable service to our
valuable guests. The entire Sonic team is vital in order to deliver
great service but the CarHop and Speaker team members are
assigned the opportunity of direct contact with our
Sonic guests. The award winning experience
these crucial team members offer our guests is
the most determining factor in building customer
loyalty. Sonic service always begins with a smile.
The first thing the customer should hear is a smiling voice on the speaker and the first sight should
be a smiling CarHop. The attitude you show the
customer does make a difference and teamed
with fresh, hot, good tasting food our guest will
return time and time again. The key is to building
customer loyalty to Sonic is with your outstanding
service, attitude and warm smile.

Speaker Station, The Beginning
The Speaker Person is the very first contact
a guest has with your Sonic Drive-In and the
best opportunity for delivering the “Wow”
service that is our goal. Remember, first
impressions last forever. A friendly, personably greeting along with a slight sense of
urgency is a must. A little hint! Smiling
when you talk to your Sonic guest causes
the tone of your voice to sound friendly and
more appealing. Remember, let them hear
your smile!!!
A few guidelines to remember:

•
•

•

•

•

•

When the guest pushes that famous red button, you must
respond immediately, within a few Seconds or less. The
speaker buzzer is the most important sound in the Drive-In.
Greeting the Guest: The greeting sets the mood for the entire
visit and you are their first contact with Sonic. Script your own
personal message and here are a few good greetings to start:
• “Welcome to Sonic! My name is ____ may I take your
order please?
• Thank you for choosing Sonic! My name is ___ may I
take your order?
Recording the Order: The first step in building customer satisfaction is getting the order right the first time. Suggestions:
• Listen carefully to what the customer is saying.
• Help the customer translate what they see on the menu.
Not all guest understand our menu items and combos.
• Correctly key the items into the switchboard.
• Repeat the order back to the guest for accuracy.
Suggestive Selling: Suggestive selling is a consciously planned
effort to help the guest, do not use pressure. Ex:
• “Would you like some of our hand made Onion Rings
with your order today?”
Finalizing the Order: Remember to keep a smile in your voice.
You can make a great impression at this time by:
• Offer of a combo deal if the customer does not ask for
one.
• Apply all applicable discounts and drive-in combos.
• If there is any confusion on the quests part, find a way to
say yes, take the initiative to please the guest.
Close order and Wrap-Up: Tell your guest goodbye, thank
them and be sure to invite them back.
• “Thank you for your visit today, we will have your order
out shortly, have a Great Day” and “come back again
soon.”

CarHop, “The Cornerstone”
Guest service is the cornerstone of Sonic and
the carhop position is crucial to our goal of
complete customer satisfaction. You, the carhop, are the last checkpoint for quality control. Sonic is unique in having CarHops as
none of our direct competition make use of
this valuable position. We have not given
CarHops proper recognition or motivation in
the past, but that is about to change.

Basic guidelines:
• Anticipate Delivery: Review the order

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

ticket and make sure you have an abundance of condiments, straws, napkins, mints
and anything that might be needed.
Skate or Run: Skating is a form of entertainment for our Sonic
guests and may help to slightly shorten delivery time. Until you learn
to skate without incident, run or walk briskly with an apparent
sense of urgency when delivering orders to your Sonic guest.
Final Appearance Check: Make sure that the food and packaging is clean and presentable, drinks are wiped down, place bags on
trays with Sonic logos facing the customer and check your smiles.
The Approach: The way you leave the building and approach the
car with a “sense of urgency” sets the stage for our guest’s Sonic
experience. Display a genuine smile that says “I’m glad to see you at
Sonic.” Make it obvious that you are there to serve them.
The Greeting: Your greeting must make the guest feel welcome.
• Make eye contact, smile and say “Hi, How are you today?”
• Or “Hello, Thanks for visiting Sonic today”
The Transaction: Show respect for the customer and his money
and take appropriate time to repeat the order as you hand the food
to the guest.
• Offer to leave the tray for the guest.
• Offer additional condiments, ketchup, napkins, etc.
• State the total of the order and handle the money transaction with accuracy keeping the bills visible at all times until
the transaction is complete.
• Give the customer his receipt.
The Wrap Up: Remind the guest that if they need anything else to
“please press the button and we will be happy to assist them” with
eye contact and a brilliant smile say “thanks for eating at Sonic today. Enjoy your meal and please come back soon.”
Lot Cleanliness: As you leave each guest make sure all discarded
trash is picked up and placed in an outside trash bin and scan the lot
for other trash that might need attention.
The Check Back: The customer Check Back is the difference that
sets Sonic apart from all other fast food restaurants. Offer guests
additional items, suggest additional items and take the opportunity to
build a relationship with our customers. Interact with the guests show
an interest in them. Make sure the tray goes out every 10 minutes.

Always be ready to “WoW”
You will be participating in contests in the coming months that could
bring you something extra if you stay ready to serve our customers
in a superior manner using methods mentioned. In addition, “WoW”
service should, no doubt, increase the number and amount of your
tips. Never hesitate to take a few extra seconds to build a relationship with our customers by showing a genuine interest.
Good job to those of you who are already implementing the “Wow”
concept. We all know who you are! For those of you who may still
need a little help you will be receiving ideas, procedures and participating in contests over the next few months that should help to push
you over the top! Everyone must participate in making a difference
at Sonic. Let me know if you have any additional ideas.
Thanks, Billy
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